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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention is a System and method for allowing 
an individual to view a program remotely. In the preferred 
embodiment, the invention is used as a healthcare education 
System. The System comprises a file Server which is coupled 
to a database Storing the educational programs. A remote 
interface coupled to the file Server allows an administrator to 
assign educational programs to an individual. The remote 
interface also includes a memory card writer which records 
the individual identification code and the address of the file 
Server on this memory card. Then, the individual may take 
the memory card with them. When the individual places the 
memory card in the memory card reader of a multimedia 
processor, the processor uses the file Server address to 
automatically connect to the file server. The file server 
receives the individual identification code from the proces 
Sor, retrieves the corresponding educational program from 
the database, and Sends the program to the processor to be 
displayed. After the individual has watched the educational 
program, completion data in the form of the date and time 
the program was watched and/or the individual’s response, 
is sent from the multimedia processor to the file server. The 
completion data can then be viewed by the administrator on 
a report Screen. 
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Thank you for watching "Living With Diabetes", 
brought to you by Acme Pharmaceuticals. Please 

answer the following questions by pushing the numbered 
button on your remote control which corresponds to the 

best answer. 
r 

A. Do you visit your doctor regularly? 
1 - yes 2 - sometimes 3 - no 

B. Do you monitor your sugar (glucose) intake? 
1 - yes 2 - sometimes 3 - no 

C. Do you exercise regularly? 
1 - yes 2 - sometimes 3 - no 
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR REMOTE 
EDUCATION USING A MEMORY CARD 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of application 
Ser. No. 09/119,546 filed on Jul. 20, 1998, which is a 
continuation-in-part of the co-pending application Ser. No. 
08/953,883 filed on Oct. 20, 1997, which in turn is a 
continuation-in-part of co-pending application Ser. No. 
08/757,129 filed on Dec. 3, 1996, which is now U.S. Pat. No. 
6,144,837 issued on Nov. 7, 2000, which in turn is a 
continuation-in-part of patent application Ser. No. 08/334, 
643 filed on Nov. 4, 1994, which is now U.S. Pat. No. 
5,601,435 issued on Feb. 11, 1997. 
0002 This application is also a continuation of co-pend 
ing application Ser. No. 08/958,786, which is now U.S. Pat. 
No. 5,913,310, issued on Jun. 22, 1999, which is a continu 
ation-in-part of application Ser. No. 08/857,187, filed May 
15, 1997, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,918,603 which is a continu 
ation of application Ser. No. 08/247,716, filed May 23, 1994, 
now U.S. Pat. No. 5,678,571, issued on Oct. 21, 1997. 
0.003 All of the above applications are herein incorpo 
rated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0004. The present invention generally relates to remote 
education Systems. More particularly, this present invention 
relates to a system and method of remote health education in 
which an individual is provided with a memory card capable 
of being placed in a multimedia processor to automatically 
access Selected educational health programs. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0005 One of the biggest problems many healthcare pro 
viderS face is their patients lack of knowledge. Patients may 
lack knowledge on basic preventative measures, Such as 
why they should exercise, eat right, and not Smoke. Patients 
may also lack knowledge on conditions or diseases they do 
have, Such as how to measure their blood glucose levels if 
they are diabetic. This lack of knowledge is a problem for 
healthcare providers because patients who do not know how 
to take care of themselves are ill more frequently. Thus, they 
tend to visit their doctors more often and also tend to incur 
additional costs for hospital stays or laboratory tests. This 
results in greater fees for the patient, his or her insurance 
company, and often the taxpayers. 
0006 An example of this problem is seen in some 
diabetes patients. Diabetic patients must regularly receive 
insulin shots and adhere to a specific diet in order to control 
their blood glucose levels. Unfortunately, Some diabetic 
patients do not understand all the reasons why they should 
have regular insulin shots or why they should or should not 
eat certain foods. In addition, many diabetic patients are 
unaware of the health consequences should they deviate 
from their treatment plan. As a result, uninformed patients 
usually become Sicker and require more medical treatment 
when compared to patients who understand all aspects of 
their diseases. Sicker patients require more healthcare, 
which is expensive and time-consuming for healthcare pro 
fessionals, insurance companies, and the patients them 
Selves. 
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0007 One way to solve this problem is to increase the 
amount of education patients receive about their lifestyle 
choices and/or their diseases. When patients know what is 
required to Stay healthy, they are less likely to become ill and 
require treatment. In addition, if patients understand the 
health problems that will result from not taking care of 
themselves, they will be more likely to follow their pre 
scribed treatments. Presently, forms of health education 
range from pamphlets in a doctors office to radio announce 
ments and television shows. Paper-based educational mate 
rials. Such as pamphlets are cheap and easy to both produce 
and distribute. Unfortunately, pamphlets or articles are lim 
ited to words and pictures and are usually quite boring, 
which makes it less likely that patients read them. Radio 
announcements and television shows are more lively and 
entertaining, but they indiscriminately broadcast to the gen 
eral public. Accordingly, these radio announcements and 
television show cannot be customized to a particular patient. 
0008. Due to technological advances, patients can now be 
educated using CD-ROMs, the Internet, and multimedia 
processors. U.S. Pat. No. 5,307,263 by the present inventor 
discloses a modular, microprocessor-based health monitor 
ing System. The hand-held unit has a display Screen, a 
control button pad, interchangeable program cartridges, and 
Sensors for monitoring a variety of healthcare data. The 
program cartridges include motivational and educational 
material related to use of the device, including step-by-step 
instructions. Acquired data may be transmitted to a data 
management unit via an interface cable, or to a clearing 
house via telephone lines. A program cartridge for monitor 
ing glucose levels and a glucose Sensor is disclosed for the 
purpose of caring for children with diabetes. 

0009 U.S. Pat. Nos. 5,597,307 and 5,624,265 by Redford 
and Stern describe an educational System and apparatus 
aimed at children which also uses a multimedia processor. 
This invention comprises a remote control located in a book 
or other printed publication. A child reads the book while 
watching the display generated by the multimedia processor, 
and then preSS the buttons in the remote control book to alter 
what he sees. 

0010 None of these prior art education systems allow an 
individual to automatically acceSS assigned educational pro 
grams remotely. These inventions described above provide 
general educational programs which are not tailored to the 
Specific needs of an individual. These Systems do not allow 
a healthcare provider or teacher to easily custom-design an 
educational program to be viewed by the individual. Further, 
none of these Systems provide confirmation that the indi 
vidual completed the educational program. Finally, none of 
these Systems provide a patient or individual access to an 
unlimited number of educational programs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011. The present invention comprises a system and 
method for remote education using a memory card. This 
System preferably comprises a database, a file Server, a 
remote interface, a memory card writer, a display unit, a 
multimedia processor, and a card reader. The file Server acts 
as a central hub of the System, because it is preferably 
coupled to the database, the remote interface, and the 
multimedia processor. Accordingly, these three components 
are capable of being located a long distance from one 
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another. The database preferably Stores a plurality of edu 
cational programs. Preferably, the remote interface allows an 
administrator, Such as a healthcare provider or educator, to 
assign a particular educational program to an individual. The 
identification code of the individual and a pointer referring 
to the assigned educational program are preferably Stored on 
memory means of the file server. Preferably, by using the 
memory card writer, the administrator is capable of record 
ing the individual's identification code and the address of the 
file Server onto the memory card. 
0012. After the administrator assigns the particular edu 
cational program to the individual, the memory card can be 
given to the individual. When the individual wishes to view 
the assigned educational program, the individual simply 
places the card in the card reader. Preferably, the memory 
card reader is coupled to or located within the multimedia 
processor, which in turn is coupled to the file Server. Upon 
receiving the memory card, the multimedia processor pref 
erably sends the individual's identification code to the file 
server. Preferably, the file server then calls up the assigned 
educational program from the database. The content of the 
educational program is sent to the multimedia processor and 
displayed on a display unit for the individual. 
0013 Preferably, the file server is notified when the 
individual has completed the educational program. Comple 
tion data includes the date and time the individual watched 
the educational program. Further, the completion data can 
also include responses made by the individual to the edu 
cational program. Preferably, the file Server records the 
completion data and then sends the completion data to the 
remote interface for the administrator to review. 

0.014. In the preferred embodiment of the remote educa 
tion System, the file Server is a web server, the remote 
interface is an interactive web page, and the communication 
link is the Internet. An administrator preferably assigns an 
educational program to the individual by entering the assign 
ment information onto the web page. Preferably, the assign 
ment information is sent to the web server. When the 
individual places the memory card into the card reader, the 
multimedia processor preferably sends the individual's iden 
tification code to the web server, which in turn, preferably 
calls up the educational program from the database. In the 
preferred embodiment, the database comprises one or more 
Web Servers, which allows the administrator to assign to the 
individual an unlimited amount of material. 

0.015. In the preferred embodiment, the memory card is a 
plastic card with a magnetic information Strip, Similar to an 
ordinary credit card. The magnetic Strip preferably contains 
the individual’s identification code and the location of the 
file Server. In another embodiment, the memory card com 
prises a circuit. The circuit preferably contains the individu 
als identification code and the location of the file server. 

0016. It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
individual with a remote education System which can be 
accessed from the individual's home. It is another object of 
the invention to provide a remote education System which 
displays educational programs for an individual. It is another 
object of the present invention to provide interactive edu 
cational programs. Another object of the invention is to 
provide a remote education System comprising a memory 
card containing an individual's identification code and the 
locations of educational programs for the individual to view. 
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It is another object of the present invention to provide 
confirmation that an individual has completed an educa 
tional program. It is another object of the invention to 
provide a remote education System through a network or 
computerS Such as the Internet. Yet another object of the 
present invention is to provide a remote healthcare education 
System for patients. It is another object of the present 
invention to allow a healthcare provider to assign educa 
tional programs for a patient by using a memory card. 
0017. These and other objects and advantages will 
become more apparent after consideration of the following 
description and the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0018 FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the remote 
education System according to the preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0019 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the components 
of the preferred embodiment, according to FIG. 1. 
0020 FIG. 3 is a sample program assignment screen of 
the preferred embodiment. 
0021 FIG. 4 is a sample report screen of the preferred 
embodiment. 

0022 FIG. 5 is a sample interactive educational program 
of the preferred embodiment. 
0023 FIG. 6A is a flow chart illustrating the steps 
executed by the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion as shown in FIG. 1. 

0024 FIG. 6B is a continuation of the flow chart of FIG. 
6A. 

0025 FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the steps executed 
by the preferred embodiment of the present invention as 
shown in FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0026. The present invention provides a system and 
method for remotely educating an individual using a 
memory card. In the preferred embodiment, the present 
invention is used to distribute custom-designed health edu 
cation programs to patients. However, it is to be understood 
that the invention is not limited to the healthcare industry. 
The system and method of the invention may be used for any 
type of remote education application in any field. 

0027. The preferred embodiment of the system is shown 
in FIG.1. The system 110 comprises a file server 112, which 
is coupled by communication links 138, 130, and 140 to a 
remote interface 114, a database 148 preferably containing 
educational programs, and a multimedia processor 124. The 
file server 112 is preferably a world wide web server, the 
remote interface 114 is preferably a web page, and the 
communication links 138 and 130 are preferably the Inter 
net. The remote interface 114 preferably includes a display 
116 and a keyboard 120, which an administrator preferably 
utilizes to assign an educational program to an individual. 
The remote interface 114 is also preferably coupled to a 
memory card writer 118. Preferably, the memory card writer 
118 records the individual’s identification code and the 
location of the file server 112 on a memory card 122. 
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Preferably, the location of file server 112 is in the form of a 
uniform resource locator, or URL. 

0028. The communication link 140 from the file server 
112 to the multimedia processor 124 is preferably the 
Internet. However, the file server 112 and the multimedia 
processor 124 are also capable of contacting each other via 
wireleSS communication networks, cellular networks, tele 
phone networks, or any other Suitable network. The multi 
media processor 124 is also preferably connected by a 
communication link 132 to a display 128, which is used to 
display educational programs to the individual. Preferably, 
the communication link 132 is any Suitable connection 
means. Preferably, the display 128 is a standard audiovisual 
display, Such as a television. 
0029. The multimedia processor 124 is preferably 
coupled to a memory card reader 126. When the memory 
card 122 is placed in the memory card reader 126, the 
assignment information is sent to the file server 112. Pref 
erably, the file server 112 then retrieves the assigned edu 
cational program from the database 148. The assigned 
educational program is then preferably Sent through com 
munication link 140 to the multimedia processor 124 and 
preferably shown on the display 128. In addition, the mul 
timedia processor 124 also preferably comprises expansion 
ports to Support additional user interfaces and devices, Such 
as keyboards and trackballs, as well as add-on circuits for 
enhanced Sound, Video, or processing performance (not 
shown). 
0030. As shown in FIG. 1, input device 134 comprises 
numerous momentary contact push buttons 136 which are 
preferably used by the individual to control and respond to 
the assigned educational program. These push buttons 136 
preferably represent control functions, Such as “on” and 
“off”, as well as numbers, letters, or various commands, Such 
as “yes” and “no'. Alternatively, these pushbuttons 136 may 
be replaced by Switches, keys, a touch Sensitive display 
Screen, or any other data input device. The input device 134 
is preferably a Standard wireleSS communication means 
which sends command Signals to the multimedia processor 
124 for processing and execution. However, any communi 
cation means may be utilized which allows the input device 
134 to communicate with the multimedia processor 124. 
0.031) For clarity of illustration, only one database and 
only one multimedia processor are shown in FIG. 1. It is to 
be understood that system 110 may include any number of 
databases for Storing any number of educational programs, 
and any number of multimedia processors for use by any 
number of individuals. 

0.032 FIG. 2 shows a detailed block diagram of the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention as illustrated 
in FIG. 1. The server 112 preferably includes a general 
Software application 142 which is used create a patient 
database 144 and a patient table 146. Preferably, the soft 
ware application 142 is also capable of programming the file 
Server 112 to carry out Standard commands Such as receiv 
ing, Saving, and transmitting information. The patient data 
base 144 is preferably coupled to the database 148 contain 
ing the educational programs. Alternatively, the patient 
database 144 can also contain pointers to the database 148 
containing the educational programs. The advantage of 
utilizing the pointerS is that they allow the healthcare 
provider to assign any number of the educational programs 
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within the database 148 to the individual, as long as the 
educational programs within the database 148 are capable of 
being transmitted to the multimedia processor 124 and 
shown on the display 28. Thus, suitable forms of educational 
programs within the database 148 preferably include photos, 
Videos, animation, Static web pages, interactive web pages, 
etc. Preferably, the patient table 146, which is stored in the 
memory of the file server 112, lists the patients, their 
identification codes, and educational programs within the 
database 148 which have been assigned to them. 
0033 Preferably, the patient table 146 is generated by 
information entered into an assignment screen 150 of the 
remote interface 114. This assignment screen 150, which is 
illustrated in FIG. 3, preferably lists available educational 
programs within the database 148, each with a correspond 
ing check box 166, and patients, also each with a corre 
sponding check box 168. The administrator preferably 
brings up the assignment screen 150 on the display 116 of 
the remote interface 114. The administrator preferably 
selects a check box 168 for a patient and then preferably 
Selects a check box 166 corresponding to educational pro 
gram within the database 148 to be assigned to the patient. 
More than one educational program within the database 148 
may be assigned to each patient. In addition, more than one 
patient may be assigned the same educational program 
within the database 148. The administrator then preferably 
selects an ASSIGN PROGRAM button 170, which prefer 
ably stores the assignment in the patient table 146. The 
assignment screen 150 also preferably includes a DELETE 
PROGRAM button 172, which allows the administrator to 
erase the assignment. 
0034 Preferably, new listings of patients and educational 
programs within the database 148 are easily created by the 
administrator by clicking on an ADD NEW PATIENT button 
174 or an ADD NEW PROGRAM button 176, respectively. 
0035) Preferably, when the ADD NEW PATIENT button 
174 button is selected, a new field is added to the patient 
category, and the administrator then types in a name of a new 
patient. Likewise, when the ADD NEW PROGRAM button 
176 is selected, a new field is preferably added to the 
program category, and the administrator then preferably 
types in a name of the new educational program within the 
database 148. Preferably, after pressing either the ADD 
NEW PATIENT button 174 or the ADD NEW PROGRAM 
button 176, the administrator finally saves the addition by 
clicking on a SAVE NEW LISTING button 178. The new 
listings are preferably then saved in the patient table 146. 
0036). In the preferred embodiment, the remote interface 
114 is a web page. Thus, using the keyboard 120, as shown 
in FIG. 1, the administrator preferably creates customized 
educational programs in the form of Static or interactive web 
pages for patients. The administrator creates the web page 
using a Scripting language Such as HTML or Java, and then 
Stores it on the patient database 144. These web pages can 
be accessed by the multimedia processor 124 in the same 
manner as the above mentioned educational programs within 
the database 148. 

0037 Referring to FIG. 2 again, the remote interface 114 
also preferably comprises a report Screen 152 which is 
preferably shown on display 116. The report screen 152, as 
illustrated in FIG. 4, preferably informs the administrator 
when the patient has completed watching the assigned 
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educational program within the database 148 and/or a pro 
gram Score. Specific techniques for writing report generator 
programs to display data in this manner are well known in 
the art. 

0.038. The program score is generally determined by 
evaluating patient responses to an interactive educational 
program, Such as an interactive web page. FIG. 5 shows a 
Sample educational program which includes questions for 
the patient to answer preferably using the input device 134. 
0039. The memory card writer 118 is preferably coupled 
to the remote interface 114. The memory card writer 118 
preferably encodes information onto a magnetic Strip or 
circuit. The process of Storing information on a magnetic 
Strip or circuit is well known in the art. The memory card 
122 preferably contains a patient identification code 156 and 
a file server address 154. 

0040. As shown in FIG. 2, the multimedia processor 124 
also preferably comprises a memory means 160, a memory 
card reader 126 a central processing unit (CPU) 158, a 
modem 164, and an audiovisual display 128. The memory 
card reader 126, memory means 160, modem 164, and 
audiovisual display 128 are all preferably coupled to the 
CPU 158. Preferably, the multimedia processor 124 couples 
to the file server 112 via the modem 164 and the commu 
nication link 40, which is preferably a telephone cable. 
Preferably, the multimedia processor 124 is programmed to 
automatically dial out using the modem 164 whenever the 
memory card 122 is placed in the memory card reader 126. 
0041) Preferably, the memory card reader 126 comprises 
means for detecting and interpreting the information Stored 
on the memory card 122. In the preferred embodiment, the 
memory card reader 126 is a magnetic Strip reader. When the 
patient places the memory card 122 into the memory card 
reader 126, the information is preferably sent to the CPU 
158 and then to the memory means 160. Preferably, the 
information is then sent to the file server 112 via the modem 
164. 

0042. The memory means 160 of the multimedia proces 
Sor 124 preferably Stores program instructions on how to 
connect to the file server 112 and how to transmit the patient 
identification code 156. In addition, the memory means 160 
preferably receives and Stores the assigned educational 
programs within the database 148 from the file server 112. 
When the content of these educational programs within the 
database 148 is sent to the multimedia processor 124 from 
the file server 112, the memory means 160 preferably 
translates the content of the educational programs within the 
database 148 into audiovisual signals to be shown on the 
display 128. 

0043 FIGS. 6A and 6B show a flowchart illustrating the 
steps carried out by the server 112 in the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. In step 202, the file server 112 
first preferably asks if the administrator would like to create 
a new assignment. Creating a new assignment preferably 
entails either adding a new patient to the patient table 146 or 
assigning a new educational program within the database 
148 to a patient. If the administrator decides to create a new 
assignment, the information is preferably Stored in the 
patient table 146, as shown in step 204. In step 206, the new 
assignment information consisting of the patient identifica 
tion code 156 and the file server address 154 is also 
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preferably recorded on the memory card 122 by the memory 
card writer 118, and then given to the patient. If the 
administrator does not need to create a new assignment, she 
preferably moves directly from step 202 to step 208. 

0044. After the patient returns home, he preferably places 
the memory card 122 into the memory card reader 126 
which is preferably coupled to the multimedia processor 
124. Preferably, the file server address 154 on the memory 
card 122 allows the multimedia processor 124 to locate and 
couple to the file server 112 in step 208. The patient 
identification code 156 is preferably then sent over in step 
210. In step 212, the file server 112 then preferably finds the 
educational program within the database 148 assigned to 
patient in the patient table 146. The pointer in the database 
144 then retrieves the educational program within the data 
base 148. If the educational program is located in a remote 
database, it is sent through the file server 112 to the 
multimedia processor 124, as shown in step 214. Preferably, 
the memory means 160 of the multimedia processor 124 
then interprets and translates the content of the educational 
program 148 into audiovisual signals to be shown on the 
display 128. 

0045. After the patient finishes watching the assigned 
educational program 148, a Set of completion data compris 
ing the time, date, and/or patient responses are preferably 
sent from the multimedia processor 124 to the file server 112 
in step 216. Step 218 preferably scores the patient responses 
to determine a program Score. Step 220 then preferably 
records the set of completion data in the patient table 146 of 
the file server 112. 

0046) If the administrator wishes to view the set of 
completion data belonging to a particular patient, she pref 
erably requests a patient report, as shown in Step 222. Step 
222 preferably occurs after the patient has watched and 
responded to the educational program 148 in Step 220, or at 
any time after step 208 if there is no remote connection. 
Preferably, the file server 122 retrieves the patient comple 
tion data from the patient table 146, step 224, and then 
shows it in the form of the report screen 152 on the display 
116 in step 226. The report screen 152 as illustrated in FIG. 
4 shows an exemplary display of the Students, the assigned 
program, the Set of completion data, and the program Score. 

0047 FIG. 7 is a flowchart outlining the steps involved 
in the processor program of multimedia processor 124 in the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. The proces 
Sor program may preferably be implemented by known 
Software programs. The processor program preferably 
begins when the memory card 122 is placed in the memory 
card reader 126, as shown in step 302. Preferably, the 
memory card reader 126 Scans the patient identification code 
304 and the file server address 156 from the memory card 
122 in step 304, and then sends the patient identification 
code 304 and the file server address 156 to the CPU 158. The 
file server address 156 preferably allows the CPU 158 to 
communicate with the file server 112 via the modem 164 in 
step 306. Subsequently, the patient identification code 154 is 
then preferably transmitted to the file server 112 in step 308. 
In step 310, the CPU 158 preferably receives the content of 
assigned educational program 148 via the modem 164. The 
content is preferably converted into audiovisual signals. Such 
that the content may be shown on the display 128 in step 
312. The patient responses for the educational program 
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within the database 148 is then preferably sent to the CPU 
158 by the input device 134. Subsequently, the CPU 158 
then preferably sends the program Score and/or patient 
responses, along with other completion data, to the file 
Server 112. The processor program of multimedia processor 
124 then preferably ends. 
0.048. The memory card reader 126 of the multimedia 
processor 124 preferably also has a writing function that is 
similar to the memory card writer 118 of the remote interface 
114. This feature allows the program Score to the educational 
program to be Stored on memory card 122. The patient can 
then bring the memory card 122 to the healthcare provider 
or administrator for review. The memory card writer 118 of 
the remote interface 114 preferably also has reading capa 
bilities. When the memory card 122 is inserted into the 
memory card writer/reader 118, the program Scores are 
preferably downloaded into the remote interface 114. By 
bringing the memory card 122 to the healthcare provider, the 
patient is not required to transmit the patient responses over 
the communication link 140. 

0049. The present invention allows a healthcare provider 
or administrator to assign a remote educational program to 
a patient. The patient has the luxury of watching and 
responding to the program at the patient's own home and 
leisure. After the patient's response to the educational pro 
gram, the data is then preferably transmitted to the file Server 
and displayed for the administrator to view. Preferably, the 
administrator monitors whether or not the patient has 
watched the educational program, and can also evaluate the 
patient's responses to the program. 
0050. Appendix A shows one exemplary implementation 
of the present invention as it applies to working with a 
diabetes patient through MEDTVTM over the Internet. 
MEDTVTM is a trademark of Raya Systems, Inc. (Mountain 
View, Calif.). 
0051 Although the above description contains many 
specificities, these should not be 145 construed as limita 
tions on the Scope of the present invention but merely details 
illustrating the presently preferred embodiment. Many other 
embodiments of the present invention are possible, as this 
invention can be used in any field where it is desirable to 
remotely educate an individual. For example, teachers may 
utilize the present invention to assign lessons to their Stu 
dents, and employerS may utilize the present invention to 
provide additional job training for their employees. 

Jun. 27, 2002 

0052 An alternate embodiment of the present invention 
allows companies to promote their products. Prepro 
grammed memory cards can be placed with a company's 
products. For example, when the consumer buys a product, 
he also receives the preprogrammed memory card, which 
contains a code identifying the product and the address of 
the company's consumer-product file Server. When the con 
Sumer places the memory card into the memory card reader 
of the multimedia processor, the multimedia processor auto 
matically connects the consumer to the company's file 
Server. The file Server preferably contains a consumer 
product table which Stores a list of all the company's 
products with corresponding pointers to relevant educational 
programs or advertisements. AS an example, a Sunblock 
product would have a pointer to a short Video on basic Sun 
Safety, as well as an advertisement for all Sunblock products 
made by that company. 

0053 When the file server receives the product identifi 
cation code from the multimedia processor, the file Server 
preferably retrieves the relevant educational program or 
advertisement and Sends the relevant portion back to the 
consumer's multimedia processor. The consumer may then 
watch the program or advertisement on the display. 

0054 The present invention has been described in terms 
of Specific embodiments incorporating details to facilitate 
the understanding of the principles of construction and 
operation of the invention. Such reference herein to specific 
embodiments and details thereof is not intended to limit the 
Scope of the claims appended hereto. It will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art that modifications may be made in the 
embodiment chosen for illustration without departing from 
the Spirit and Scope of the invention. 

0055 Specifically, it will be apparent to one of ordinary 
skill in the art that the device of the present invention could 
be implemented in Several different ways and the apparatus 
disclosed above is only illustrative of the preferred embodi 
ment of the invention and is in no way a limitation. For 
example, it would be within the Scope of the present 
invention to Substitute various output devices in place of the 
displays and to Substitute a floppy disk drive and a floppy 
diskette for the memory card reader/writer and the memory 
card, respectively. Further, it would be within the scope of 
the present invention to Substitute the database for a plurality 
of databases linked via the Internet. 
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Pretest & Post-test 
draft 1.0 

1. All of your body's cells use sugar for energy? 
a. True 
b. False 

2. Complete the following sentence. A cell uses insulin to. . . 
a. Convert Sugar into fat 
b. allow Sugar to pass into that cell 
c. allow sugar to pass into the blood stream 

3. Complete the following sentence. Diabetes is caused by: 
a. the body's inability to make insulin 
b. the body's inability to use insulin effectively 
C. either A or B 

4. Which of the following statements are true? Circle all of the true statements. 
a. Its important to eat meals & snacks at about the same times everyday. 
b. I can eat as much of any food as long as it is healthy." as 
c. It is important to attain & maintain normal blood sugar levels. 
d. Following a meat plan for diabetes means giving up most of the foods 
you are used to eating. 

5. Labet each of the foods below according to the food group it belongs to. 

Use one of these four food groups: C = carbohydrates 
M = meats & meat Substitutes 
F is fats 
X = free", very low calorie, sugar-free 

& fat free foods 

- Peas - Swiss cheese 
fish avocados 
ratsins butter 

- diet soda broccoli 
- Cottage cheese - low-fat milk 
- almonds - otives 

fat-free salad dressing yogurt 
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6. Label each of the statements below according to the food group it describes. 
Use one of these four food groups: C = carbohydrates 

M = meats & meat substitutes 
F is fats 
X = "free", very low calorie, sugar-free 

& fat free foods 

foods in this group are a good protein source but can be high in fat. 
Vegetables are part of this group. 
foods in this group contain less than 20 calories per serving. 
This group contains foods such as fruit and milk. 
50% of your daily calories come from this group. E 

7. Fill in the blank. What is the daily calorie intake your physician prescribed for 
you? calories per day ...'. 

8. Plan your breakfast by choosing from the foods listed below. You may choose 
one or more of each of the foods listed by writing the number of portions you 
choose in the 'servings' blank. For example, you might choose to have 2 portions of 
cereal (each portion is equal to 1/2 cup) by writing 2 on the servings blank. 
Remember to estimate selections based on your prescribed calorie intake. 

servings 

Ofe stice of toast 
one-half baget 
1/2 cup of cereal 
1/2 cup of fruit juice 
one Cup of berries 
t/3 of a small cantaloupe 
1 cup low-fat yogurt 
1 cup low-fat milk 
1 cup whole milk 
1 Scrambled egg 
1 fied egg 

stice of bacon 
Oz ham 

1 Tbsp. reduced fat margarine 
1 tsp. butter 
2 tsp. peanut butter 
1 Tbsp. regular cream cheese 
2 Tbsp. reduced fat crea?in cheese 
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9. Plan your dinner by choosing from the foods listed below. You may choose one 
or more of each of the foods listed by writing the number of portions you choose in 
the 'servings' blank. For example, you might choose to have 3 portions of chicken 
(each portion is equal to 1 oz.) by writing 3 on the servings blank. Remember to 
estimate selections based on your prescribed calorie intake. 

Servings 

One small potato 
1/2 cup of corn 
1/2 cup of peas 
l/2 cup of pasta 
one cup of salad greens 
1/2 cup of cooked broccoli 
cup of raw carrots 

t/2 cup of cooked squash 
1 oz. white meat chicken 
oz fried fish 

1 oz. pork Sausage 
1 oz. ean ground beef 
1 Tbsp. reduced fat margarine 
3 Tbsp. reduced fat sour Cream 
1 tsp. margarine 
itsp. butter 
1 Tbsp. regular salad dressing 
1/8 of an avocado 
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Sareer. Number/Card Name: TTL-0050 

Screen. Desaiption: 
Disclaimer text with voice over. 

This program is not intended to replace the 
Care and advice of your physician. It is 
important for you to follow your meat plan, 
insulin Schedule, and physician's orders. If you 
experience a change in condition or have any 
questions, please call your home care agency 
at 800-322-1325 or your physician. 

Initial State. 
Showgraphic TTL-0050CA. 
Logic Flow: 
Play audio TTL005OBA 
Go to TL.000 

Jun. 27, 2002 
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Sareer, Number/Card Name: TTLO100 

Screen. Description: 
This is the title screen for the StaffBuilders study demo. 

Diabetes Health & Education Center 

is this your first visit? 

Initial State. g 

Showgraphic TITL.O100CA. 
YES and NO are active, default is YES. 

Logic Flau: 
(fNOisdicked go to TITLO150. 
If YES is clicked, go to INTRO100. 
If The "S" in "Le Source" is dicked 3 times, go to DATAO100. 

Audio VO directions for eatering courseware 000BA 
Music Lisic & sfk for beach there TOOOBB 

Tide Screen graphic TOOOCA 
. T are as above with burror highlights 0.100CB 
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Sareer. Number/Card Name: TTL 0150 

Screen Description: 
This is the BOOKMARK decision screen. 

Would you like to go back to where 
you left of last time you visited 

Initial State. 
Showgraphic TIIL-0150CA. 
YES and NO are active, default it. YES. 

Lagic Flow: 
fNO is clicked go to LOBY 0100. 
If YES is clicked, get variable BOOKMARK and go to the first menu screen of the last section the 
user accessed before quiting 

VO directions for re-entering courseware TTLO15OBA 
Miss H. H. 

sane as above with button highlights TTOSOCB 
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Saeer. Description: 
This is entry lobby to . . . Users need to complete a personal profile questionnaire in order to 
determine their "course syllabus" and gain access to the other areas of the Center. 

LOBY.0050AA (video) 

es 

Initial State. 
Displaybackground graphic LOBY-0050CA 
EKTARROW is active 
After video plays, PROFILE is active. 

Logic Flavi 
Play video LOBY-0050AA 
fPROFILE is clicked go to PROFOOO 
If EXIT is clicked, Answer: "Are you sure you want to quitf" with Yes" and "No" 

If"Yes" then exit and quit 
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. Sareer. Desaiption: 
This is entry lobby to : . Users can return to the Profile, access Diabetes Seminars or go to 
the Dining Room. 

This room will have a very 3D, room-like feel, with doors, hallways and directional arrows to use as 
navigational devices for accessing other areas of the center. 

bBY.01.00AA (video 
O New Member's Lounge 

Dini gRoom 

rtitial State. 
Displaybackground graphic LOBYO100CA 
All ROOMARROW buttons are active. 
PROFILEburonic active. 
BELL is not displayed. 

Logie Flav 
Play video LOBY.000AA 

Upca subsequeatentries to this screen, do notattoplay video. 
After video has finished playing, show BEL button. 

fBELL is dicked, playBELLOOOBA then, replayLOBYOOOAA 
If NEWMEMBERSLOUNGE is cursored over playLOBY.010OBA 
IEDINING ROOM is cursored overplayLOBYO100BB 
If PROF is clicked is cursored over playLOBYO100BC 
tfnEWMEMBERSLOUNGEisdicked go to NEWM,000 
if DINING ROOM is clicked go to DINRO100 
If PROFis clicked go to PROF.01.00 
If EXIT is clicked, quit. 
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Sareer. Desaiption: 20 
This screen is very similar to LOBY.01.00 but contains new video. This screen can only be reached 
by exiting screens NEWM.0300 or NEWM,030. As on LOBY.01.00, users can return to the Profile, 
access Diabetes Seminars or go to the Dining Room. 

Initial State. 
Displaybackground graphic LOBY.01.00CA 
NEWMEMBERS' LOUNGE is active. 
DINING ROOM is default highligh 
PROFE buccon is active. 
BEL is not displayed. 

Logic Four 
Playvideo LOBYO15DAA Upon subsequeat entries to this screen, do not autoplay video. 

After video has finished playing, show BELL button. 
IfBELL is clicked, play BELLOOOBA then, replayLOBYO15OAA. 
If NEWMEMBERSLOUNGE is cursored over playLOBYOLOOBA 
tfDINING ROOM is cursored over playLOBYO100BB 
If PROF is dicked is cursored over playLOBYO100BC 
If NEWMEMBERSLOUNGEisdicked go to NEWMO100 
tfDINING ROOM is clicked go to DNR 0100 
If PROF is clicked go to PROF000 
If EXIT is clicked, Answer: "Are you sure you want to quit?" with "Yes" and "No" 

f"Yes" then exit and quit 
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Saeen. Desaiption: 
This is the menu screen for the New Member's Lounge. 

O Diabetes Overview 

NEWM.01.00AA (video) t 
Initial State. 
Displaybackground graphic NEWMOOOCA 
MENU (TEM is active (DLABETES OVERVIEWis cursor default) 
GO ON button is not displayed. 
LOBBY button is active 

Legie Flow: 
On initiai open screed, play video (NEWMOOOAA). 

. Upon Subsequeatenties to this screen do not autoplay video. 
fBELL is clicked, play BELLOOOBA then, replay NEWMO100AA. 
fDLABETES OVERVIEWisdicted go to NEWMO150 

On re-entry to this screen?ion NEWMO50, play video NEWM010OAB 
Display active Go ON button. 
IfBELL is clicked, play BELL0100BAtken, replay NEWM010OAB. 
If DLABETES OVERVIEWiscicked go to NEWMO150 

IfLOBBY is clicked go to LOBYO100. 
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Saeen. Description: 
This is the video screen for the New Member's Lounge where the user will view the r 

video. 

NEWM.015OAA (video) 
fill-screen video segment 

r 

<semi-transparent pop-up video controls) 
s 

rtitial State. 
PlayNEWMO150AA 
VIDEO CONTROLS are displayed and active 
Lagic Flow: 
After video has played (orifvideo is stopped by the user) go to NEWMLO100. 
When VIDEO CONTROLS are dicted, PAUSE, PLAY, FF. or REW as approprice. 
IfLOBBYis clicked go to LOBY,000. 
Media Requirements: ec 

Wo 

video control panel buttons (PLAYEAUSE, VEDP0100CA 
STOP, F, & REW); active state 

VD,000CB 
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Sareer. Desaription: 
This is the first of three "quiz" screens. 
Question is: 

All of your body's cells use sugar for energy. 
True? 
False? 

Initial State. 
Showgraphic NEWM.0200CA 
All answer boxes are active and empty. 
Variable: #CORRECT c O 
Play audio NEWM020OBA 

Logic Flau. 
fTRUE is clicked: 

play audio FDBK010OBA 
play audio NEWMO200BB 
add 1 to Wariable: CORRECT 
go to NEWM.O220 

Iff LSE is clicked: 
play audio NEWMO200BC 
go to NEWMO220 

Media Requirements: ... 'ana 

V - - - - 
Audio Yoice over of guestion and distrators 

e-secscrip 
Correct feedback Vo NEWMO2OOBB 
incorrectfeedbackvo . 
Feedbackrausic (African Dawa, track44) DBK0100BA 
similar to PROFO100CA will new text, etc. 
sneas above with botton highlightson 
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Screen Description; 
This is the second of three "quiz" screens. 

Question is: 

A cell uses insulin to: 
A. Convert Sugar into fat 
B. Allow Sugar to pass into that cell 
C. Allow Sugar to pass into the blood stream 

Initial State. 
Showgraphic NEWMO220CA 
At answer boxes are active and empty. 
Variable: FCORRECTO ort (see legi?law above) 
Play audio NEWMO220BA 

Logic Flow: 
If B is clicked: 

play audio FDBK01OOBA & NEWMO220BB 
add 1 to Variable: CORRECT 
go to NEWMO230 

IfA or C is clicked: 
play audio NEWMO220BC 
go to NEWMO230 

Media Requirefrients: . . 

D Corrected acVONEWMO220BB 
incorrectfeedbacWO NEWMO220BC. 

siness above with button highlights on NEWMO220CB 
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This is the dhird of three quiz" screens. 
Question is: 

Diabetes is caused by: 
A. The body's inability to make insulin 
B. The body's inability to use insulin effectively 
C. Either A or B 

raitial State. 
Show graphic NEWMO23OCA 
Alanswer boxes are active and empty. 
Variable CORRECT * 0, 1 qr2 (see legi?law for previous screens) 
Play audio NEWMO23OBA 

Legic Flaw; 
If C is clicked: 

play audio FDBK010OBA&NEWMO230BB 
add 1 to Variable: #CORRECT 

IfA or B is clicked: . 
play audio NEWMO230BC 
go to NEWMO300 

féCORRECT 22, go to NEWMO300 ... 
ficORRECT <2, go to NEWM,030 

Media Reguirements: e A 

ascescript 

CCorrectedck Vo NEWM230BBC 
Uncorrected cavo NEWM230BC 

Csnesbove with buttoniitsonNEWM230GBT 
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Sareer. Description; 
This is the standary for the previous "quiz" Screens for users that got two or more correct answer 
on the quiz. 

Good Job! 

pa 

Initial States. 
Show graphic NEWM,0300CA 

. GOON is active 

Logic Fate: 
Play audioFDBK010OBA & NEWMLO3COBA 
If GOON is clicked, go to LOBYO150 

Bitmaps same as NEWMO200CA with new text and 
GOON to s 

T same as above with button highlights on NEWMO300CB 
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Saeen. Description: 
This is the summary for she previous "quiz" screens for users that got fewer than two correct 
answers on the quiz. 

You might want to 
review this section 

again. 

Initial State. 
Showgraphic NEWML0310CA 
REVIEW is active 
GOON is active 

Logic Flow 
If GOON is clicked, go to LOBYO150. 
If REVIEWisdicked, go to NEWMOSO 

Bitmaps same as NEWM0200CA with new text and 
GOON and REWittos 
sane as above with button Eighlights on 
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Screen. Desaiption: 
This is the menu and into screen for The Dining Room. 

Coby O Exchange System 

Exchange Lists 
DENROOOAA 
(video) Meal Planning 

Initial State. 
Displaybackground graphic DINROOOCA 
Allcourse MENUIEMS are active, defaultis copraost menu item. 
LOBBY button is active. - 

Legic Rasw: s 
Oa initial open screenplay video (DNR 0100AA,BELL is displayed. 

Upon subsequent earries to this screen, do notautogay video. 
fBELLisdicked, playBELLOOOBA dea, replay DINR 0100AA. 
fEXCHANGESYSTEM is cursoredores, play audioDINR 0100BA 
fEXCHANGESYSTEM is clicked go to DNR G200 
fEXCHANGELIST is cursored over playaadio DNR-000BB 
EfEXCHANGELISTisdicked go to DENRO300 
fMEALPANNING is cursored over play audio DNR 0100BC 
(MEALPLANNING is dicked go to DINR 0800 
fSUCCESSSTORY is currored over, play audio DNR 0100BD 
IrSUCCESSSTORY is clicked go to DINR-1150 

On re-entry to this screen from DINR-0150: 
Display active Go ON button. 
EfBELL is clicked, replay DENR-010OAA 
MENU (TEM branching logic same as above 
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Sareer. Description: The following settens and video will be used teach the basics of the food exchange system. 
DNR-0200AA plays, dissolves and reveals the four guidelines menu. Intro & overview of four 
guidelines for using food exchanges (objectives 2.1 thru 2.4), ..." 

Guidelines: 

1. Identify the foods you eat most often. 
2. Eat meals at about the same time every day. 

3. Use correct portion sizes. 

4. Maintain normal blood sugar levels. 
DINR-0200AA video plays then ends with this menu. 

Initial State. 
Showbackground graphic DINRO220CA. 
Display guidelines one at a time, timed to WO 
GUDENE 1 is default 

Logie Flow: 
On initial open screen, play video (DNRO200AA), BELL is displayed. 

Upon subsequeat eatries to this screen, do not attoplay video. 
IfBELLisdicked, replay.DENRO200AA. 

CUDELENE 1 is dicked, go to DENRO230 
fGUIDELINE 2 isdicked, go to DINR 0240 
(GUIDELINE3 is cicked, go to DNRO250 
fCUDELINE 4 isdicked, goto DNR-0260 
TfGOBACK is dicked, go to DINRO100 
fCOON is clicked, go to DNR-0270. 
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Sareer. Description: 
Overview offirst guideline (objective 2.2). Delivered with WO. 

Guidelines: 

1. Identify the foods you eat most often. 

Initial State. e 
Showbackground graphic DNR-023OCA 
OK is default 

Lagic Flags 
foKisdicked, go to DINRO220 
Media Requirements 

Music - 
Bitmaps Similar to DNRO2COCA with tect& 

. graphic as shown above. 
same as above with highlights on DNR 0230CB . 
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Saeen. Description: 8 
Overview of second guideline (objective 2.1). Delivered with VO. 

Guidelines: 

2. Eat meals at about the same time every day. 

CQQQQ breakfast snack 

. . . 

laitial State. 
Showbackground graphic DNRO24OCA 
OK is default 

Logic Flag: 
fok is clicked, go to DINRO220 

- 
Bitmaps Similar to DNR200CAwit test DNRO)240CA 

graphic offive dockfaces with times for 
meals & Snacks. 
same as above withighlights on DNRG240CB 
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Saeen. Desaiption: 32 
Overview of third guideline (objective 2.3). Delivered with WO. 

Guidelines: 

3. Use correct portion sizes. 

WS SY 
SS WSY. . . SSSSSSSSS WSSSSSSSS 

Y WSS WS 
one exchange of two exchanges of 

pasta pasta 

Go On . . Whe 

Initial State. O 
Showbackground graphic DNRO250CA. 
OK is deault 

Logie Rats: p 
foci dicked, go to DINRO220 

Similar to DNRO2OOCA with text& 
pictures of mail gas bodified with 12 
cup pasta and the other filed with 1 cup 
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Saeer. Desaiption: 
Overview of fourth guidelirie (objective 2.4). Delivered with WO. 

Guidelines: 

4. Maintain normal blood sugar levels. 

<pictures of healthy food, insulin & an olderperson 
exercisingwalkiing 

Initial State. 
Showbackground graphic DINRO260CA 
OK is default 

Logie Forw: 
fokis clicked, go to DINRO220 
Media Requirements: 

E. DNRizia R 
o sicaires good food, insulin, and exercise. 

Lanes above with highlighton DNR 260CBT 
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Screen. Description: 
The following screens will be used teach the basics of the food exchange system with a brief 
video segment which will freeze and dissolve to this menu 

picture of carbo group - picture offit group 

picture of meat group picture office group 

laitial State. 
Showbackground graphic DNR-0300CA 
Go ON is default 
Logic Fiore 
On initial opensaeen, play video (DINR 300AA), BETLis displayed. 

Upon sabsequeatenties to this sacea, do not autoplay video. 
EfBELEiscided, replyDNR-0300AA 

foRBO GROUPiscicked, goto DNR 0330. 
fMEAT GROUPiscicked, go to DNR-0400 
fFAT GROUP isdicked, go to DNR-0450 
tfFREE GROUP is clicked, go to DTNR0500 . 
foOON is clicked go to DINRO600 
fGOBACK is clicked, go to DNR 0100 
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Screer. Description: ... 
The following be used teach the basic of the food exchange system with brief video segment which will freeze and dissolve to this menu 

picture offat group 

Picture of meat group ... picture offee group 

Initial States. 
Showbackground graphic DNRO3OOCA 
GOON is default 

initipen seen, play video (DNRO3OOAA), BELtis displayed. poesiegent entries to this scieca, donor autoplayiico. 
BELiscided, replay DENRO3OOAA. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A remote education System comprising: 
a. a database for Storing an educational program; 
b. a file Server coupled to the database; 
c. a remote interface coupled to the file Server for assign 

ing the educational program to an individual thereby 
forming an assigned program, wherein the file Server 
includes a memory means for Storing an identification 
code of the individual and a pointer directed to the 
assigned program; 

... a memory card for Storing the identification code and 
an electronic address of the file Server, 

e. a display unit for displaying the assigned program; 

f. a multimedia processor networked to the file Server and 
coupled to the display unit; and 

g. a card reader coupled to the multimedia processor for 
receiving the memory card and for reading the identi 
fication code and the electronic address Stored thereon, 

wherein the multimedia processor is programmed to 
establish a communication link to the file Server, trans 
mit the identification code to the file Server, and auto 
matically display the assigned program on the display 
unit, and wherein the file Server is programmed to 
record data indicating completion of the assigned pro 
gram by the individual. 

2. The System according to claim 1, further comprising a 
memory card writer coupled to the remoter interface for 
recording the identification code and the electronic address 
onto the memory card. 

3. The System according to claim 1, wherein the multi 
media processor establishes the communication link to the 
file Server upon insertion of the memory card into the card 
reader. 

4. The System according to claim 1, wherein the data 
indicating completion of the assigned program comprises a 
date and a time of completion. 

5. The System according to claim 1, wherein the data 
indicating completion of the assigned program comprises a 
program Score, which is produced by evaluating a response 
by the individual to the assigned program, wherein the 
response is transmitted from the multimedia processor to the 
file server. 

6. The System according to claim 1, wherein the memory 
card further comprising a circuit for Storing the identification 
code and the electronic address. 

7. The System according to claim 1, wherein the data 
indicating completion of the assigned program is reported on 
the remote interface. 

8. The System according to claim 1, wherein the assigned 
program is used to educate the individual in a healthcare 
program. 

9. The System according to claim 1, wherein the memory 
card further comprising a magnetic Strip for Storing the 
identification code and the electronic address. 

10. The system according to claim 1, wherein the file 
Server comprises a web server, the remote interface com 
prises a web page for assigning the educational program to 
the individual, and the communication link comprises a 
computer network. 
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11. The System according to claim 10, wherein the data 
indicating completion of the assigned program further com 
prising a Start date and a start time the individual logged on 
to the assigned program and a stop date and a stop time the 
individual logged off of the assigned program. 

12. The System according to claim 10, wherein the data 
indicating completion of the assigned program further com 
prising a program Score, which is produced by evaluating a 
response of the individual to the assigned program, wherein 
the response is transmitted from the multimedia processor to 
the file server via the computer network. 

13. The system according to claim 10, wherein the data 
indicating completion of the assigned program is reported on 
the web page of the remote interface. 

14. A method for educating an individual, the method 
comprising the following Steps: 

a. providing the individual with a memory card reader, a 
display unit, and a multimedia processor wherein the 
multimedia processor is coupled to the card reader and 
the display unit; 

. Storing an educational program on a database wherein 
the educational program is accessible to the individual 
through a file Server; 

... assigning the educational program to the individual 
thereby forming an assigned program by Storing both 
an identification code of the individual and a pointer 
directed to the assigned program in the file Server; 

... recording on a memory card an electronic address of 
the file server and the identification code; 

... inserting the memory card into the card reader, 
f. automatically establishing a communication link 

between the multimedia processor and the file Server 
upon insertion of the memory card into the card reader; 

... transmitting the identification code to the file Server, 

... automatically retrieving the assigned program from the 
database; 

i. automatically displaying the assigned program on the 
display unit; and 

j. recording, in the file Server, data indicating completion 
of the assigned program by the individual. 

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein the step 
of recording the data indicating completion of the assigned 
program further comprising: Storing in the file Server a date 
and a time that the individual completed the assigned 
program. 

16. The method according to claim 14, wherein the Step 
of recording the data indicating completion of the assigned 
program further comprising: 

a. receiving an answer into the multimedia processor 
wherein the answer is made by the individual in 
response to the assigned program; 

b. transmitting the answer from the multimedia processor 
to the file server; 

c. evaluating the answer in the file Server to generate a 
program Score; and 

d. Storing the program Score in the file Server. 
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17. The method according to claim 14, further compris 
ing: reporting on a remote interface the data indicating 
completion of the assigned program. 

18. The method according to claim 14, wherein the 
memory card further comprising a magnetic Strip for Storing 
the identification code and the electronic address. 

19. The method according to claim 14, wherein the 
memory card further comprising: a circuit for Storing the 
identification code and the electronic address. 

20. The method according to claim 14, wherein the 
assigned program is used to educate the individual in a 
healthcare program. 

21. The method according to claim 14, wherein the file 
Server comprises a web server, a remote interface comprises 
a web page for assigning the assigned program to the 
individual, and the communication link comprises a com 
puter network. 

22. The method according to claim 21, wherein the Step 
of recording data indicating completion of the assigned 
program further comprising: Storing in the file Server a start 
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date and a start time that the individual logged on to the 
assigned program, a stop date and a stop time that the 
individual logged off of the assigned program. 

23. The method according to claim 21, wherein the Step 
of recording data indicating completion of the assigned 
program further comprising: 

a. receiving in the multimedia processor the answer made 
by the individual in response to the assigned program; 

b. transmitting the answer from the multimedia processor 
to the file Server via the computer network; 

c. evaluating the answer in the file Server to generate a 
program Score; and 

d. Storing the program Score in the file Server. 
24. The method according to claim 21, further compris 

ing: reporting on the web page of the remote interface the 
data indicating completion of the assigned program. 
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